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To discuss Gadamer's  theory of art games in his philosophical hermeneutics, 
firstly, this article does a simple sort of philosopher’s theory of art games that before 
Gadamer , they either think that the game is the sense of self for the freedom of life 
activities; or imagine that the game is some virtual activities to help people to meet 
their aspirations; or consider that the game is based on the purpose of their activities 
within the activities; or consider that the game is the ideal or true state of man. 
Then, this paper discusses the fundamental nature of Gadamer's theory of art 
games, comprehensively display his theory of art games. Gadamer consider that The 
game is self-subjectivity, it has easily and seriousness、transformation and closure、
recognition 、 creativity and intermediary, it also has simultaneous and 
sexual .Gadamer's theory of art games is mainly a play of understanding ,in this 
understanding of his "game "，  subjectivity is canceled，clear the view that 
dichotomize subject and object off，overcome the tendency of the subjectification that 
since Kant's aesthetic consciousness. 
Finally, this paper analyzes Gadamer’s theory of art games’ relationship with his 
philosophical hermeneutics and the issue of truth. Gadamer through the conversion 
from the game to the art indicate that works of art exists in the process of unfolding, 
and thus oriented approach reveals the existence of truth. It can be seen，the game 
concept in regard to it is essential, promptly the establishment of Gadamer's 
philosophical hermeneutics to his works of art ontology，his art games is the key to 
philosophical hermeneutics. Then，by comparing the contemporary philosopher and 
Hans-Georg Gadamer’s similarities and differences of their theory of art games to 
demonstrate his theory’s significance in contemporary philosophy，in order to respond 
Gadamer, post-modern philosophers began to use "game" instead of pursuing the 
activities of absolute truth，With the "game" of the "rules" instead of the absolute truth 
of universal and necessary. 
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